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TRIVALENT POLYGONAL COMPLEXES OF NONPOSITIVE CURVATURE
AND PLATONIC SYMMETRY

Jacek Swi(J.tkowski

Abstract. In this paper we study a natural generalization of Platonic Solids:
2-diInensional sinlply connected polygonal complexes with fiag transitive group
of eombinatorial autonlorphislns. Our results give almost eOluplete deseription of
such symmetrie eomplexes with eonstant valeney 3.

The initialloeal data for assembling such a conlplex are a regular k-gon and
a (highly symmetrie) graph L: thc link at a vertex. We lnakc thc assumption
of nonpositive eurvaturc of the eOIllplex: this grcatly siInplifics thc question of
existenee and thc real issue is the uniqucness.

The lnain ingredient of our analysis is the theory of regular graphs, a well
developed subject with 50 ycars of history. Dclicate symrnetry properties of
these graphs yield a variety of loeal phenornena in eOlllplexes and provide the
appropriate tool for the study of the uniqueness question.

We should point out that many exalnples of thc cODlplexes we consider
have appeared already in literature: DlOSt prominently 2-dimensional Bruhat-Tits
buildings, but also more recent eonstructions in [BB], [Bel], [I-Iae] and [Hag].

We show that Inany of the synunetric complexes have nondiscrcte autonlor
phism groups: buildings are clearly in this dass, and. same other exarnples were
previously constructecl in [Be2]. These autolnorphism groups resemble p-adie Lie
groups and their furt her study should be worthwile.

1. Introduction.
Polygonal complex is a 2-dinlensional polyhedral cell cOlnplex. We shall refer to 0-,

1- and 2-cells of a polygonal eOlllplex as vertices, edges and faces respeetively. Polygonal
eOl1lplex X is trivalellt if each its eclge is adjacent to exactly three faces.

We say that a polygonal cOlllplex X is symmetric, if the group Aut(X) of all its
cOlnbinatorial autolllorphislllS acts transitivelyon Hags in X, Lc. on incident tripies
(vertex, edge, face). Obvious exall1ples of synlmetric polygonal cornplexes (not trivalent!)
are the (boundaries of) Platonic Solids.

Given a vertex v in a polygonal cOlllplex X, the link of X at v, denoted L (v, X), is a
graph whose vcrtices and edges represent respcetively the edges anel faces adjacent to v in
X, and incidence relation is induced frOln that in X.

Eaeh symlnetric polygonal cOlnplex X cletcnnines a natural number k 2:: 3 and a reg
ular graph L such that all faces of X are k-gonal, and links at all vertices are isoillorphic
to L. Recall that graph L is regular if the group Aut(L) of its automorphisms acts tran
sitively on oriented cdges in L. We say that X is nOllpositively Gllrved, if thc following
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inequality holds:

(NPC)
2k

g(L) 2: k _ 2'

where g(L), the girth of graph L, is thc rniniInal nurnber of cdgcs in a nontrivial eircuit
in L. Inequality (NPC) is rclatcd to the CAT(O) condition of Alcxandrov, see seetion 4 of
[Gro]; it is also related to sIllall canccllation conditions from cOlllbinatorial brrouP thcory.

In this paper we classify and construct trivalent sYlnmctric polygonal cornplexes that
are nonpositively curved and siInply connected.

Exarnples of symrnetric polygonal cornplexes have already appearcd in the literature.
BOIne of thern can be obtained by the construction of M. Davis using Coxeter groups
(see [Bel] and [Hag]), and by construction of A. Haeftigcr using complexes of groups (sec
[HaeJ). Unexpectedly, in sorne cases 1110re than Olle simply connectcd syrumctric polygonal
cOIllplex with given loeal data k and L exists. _This phcnomenon was discovcl'ed by J. Tits
for the case of Bruhat-Tits buildings of type A 2 , and by F. Haglund for SOIlle othcr cases,
see [Tit] and [Hag].

In the above context it is natural to considcr thc following class of objccts. A (k, L)
cOlnplex is a simply connected polygonal complex all faces of which are k-gonal and links
of which at all vertices arc isornorphic to graph L. If graph L is regular and a pair
(k, L) satisfies the (NPC) condition, then examples of (k, L )-colnplexcs can be constructed
inductively using a TIlcthod described by W. Ballnlann and M. Brin in section I of [BB],
sec also section 2 below. This construction however says nothing about synlmetry of the
resll1ting cOlnplexes. If L is isonlorphic to I-skeleton of a Platonic Solid, then uncountably
rnany nonisomorphie (k, L)-conlplexcs exist, as proved in [BB] and [Hag]. It is clear that
most of those complexes are far frOIn being synlmetric. In this paper we show that above
phenomenon is much Inore general.

Polygonal complexes are studied as a source of interesting groups. We say that a
group r of autoIllorphisms of a syrn1netric polygonal cOlIlplex X is rigid, if its elerllents
are determined by restrietion to thc star of any vcrtexj it is wcakly rigid, if it is not
rigid, but its elerllents are detennined by restrietion the star of star of any vertcx. Recall
that star of a subconlplex consists of all cells that interscct this subcolnplcx. If links at
vertices of COIllplcx X are finite, thcn it follows [ro1n rigidity (01' weak rigidity) of gTOUp
r that vertex stabilisers of this group are finite, the group is finitely gencratcd, and it
acts properly discontinuously on X. A group r is flexible, if for any finite subcornplex
p c X there exists an automorphis1ll F in r such that Flp = idp and F =1= idx. In
such a case stabilisers of vertices are uncountable, and the compact-open topology on r
is nondiscrete. In this paper we show that all three above phenoruena of rigidity, weak
rigidity and ftexibility appear arllong autorIlorphisln groups of thc sy1llmetric complexes
that we construct.

Before formulating the Main Theorem of the paper it is necessary to recall briefty sorne
notions and facts fronl thc theory of regular trivalent graphs. Graph L is called trivalent
if each its vertex is adjacent to exactly thrce edges. In particular, links at all vertices of a
trivalent polygonal cornplex are trivalent. Given a natural nlunber S, an S-Hrc in a graph
is a sequence (vo, VI, ... , vs) of its verticcs, such that
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(i) (Vi, Vi+l) is an edge for i = 0, ... , s - 1;
(ii) Vi i= Vi+2 for i = 0, ... , s - 2.
Any group G of autoluorphisms of a 6'Taph clearly acts on the set of all s-arcs in it for
any s. We say that G is s-arc-transitive if its action on thc set of s-urcs in the graph is
transitive; it is s-regular if this action is simply transitive (i.e. transitive and with trivial
stabilisers). Graph L is called s-regular if the group Aut(L) of all its autolllorphislllS is s
regular. It was proved by W. Tutte [Tut] that any finite, connectecl, trivalent and regular
graph is s-regular for some s E {I, 2, 3,4, 5}. In the later work [DM] D. Djokovic and
G. Miller distinguisheel the subcases of 8'- and s"-regularity for s = 2 anel s = 4, taking
the properties of edge stabilisers illto account. Thcy proved that each finite, connected,
trivalent and regular graph is s-regular for some s E {I, 2', 2",3,4',4", 5}.

Examples of s-regular graphs for s E {2', 3,4', 5} wcre given by W. Tuttc in [Tut].
The first example of I-regular graph was found by R. Frucht in [Fru]. Exanlplcs of 2"
and 4"-regular graphs has been constructecl quite recently by M. Conder and P. LoriIner
(see [CLD, and thcy have 6.652.800 anel 29!/48 vertices respectively! The infinite famHies
of s-regular graphs are known to exist for s E {2', 3, 4', 5}, see [Big] and [Cox]. The book
[Bou], thc R. M. Foster censllS of trivalent sYlnmctrie graphs, contains all known exaluples
up to 512 vertices.

Main Theorem.
Let L be a finite, conneeted, trivalent and regular graph, k 2' 3 a natural number,

and assullle that they satisfy thc nonpositivc curvaturc condition (NPC).
(1) If L is s-regular with s E {3, 4', 4", 5} and if k 2' 4 then there cxists a unique (k, L)

complex X, it is symmetrie, and the group Aut(X) is flexible.
(2) If one of the following eonditions is satisfied:

(i) L is s-regular with s E {I, 2'};
(ii) L is 2"-rcgular and k is even;
then there are two distinct sYlnmetric (k, L)-C0111plexes, and in each ease the group
Aut(X) is rigid.

(3) If L is 2"-regular and k is odd then no (k, L)-colnplex is sYll1ll1etric.
(4) If L is 3-regular and k = 3 then there are at least as lnany distinet (k, L) -eOlnplexes

as Aut(L)-invariant elC111ents in the eohomology group H1(L, Z2). Thc group Aut(X)
is in each such case wcakly rigid.

(5) If L is 5-regular and k = 3 then there are two distinct symlnetric (k, L)-eolnplexes,
and for each of them the group Aut(X) is flexible.

Remark. The methods of this paper are not sufficient to handle eOlnplctely the cases when
L is 3- 01' 4-regular and k = 3. In 4-regular ease even thc existence of SY111111ctric (3, L)
complexes is not clear. In 3-rcgular caBe sYlnulCtric (3, L )-coll1plexes are not classificd
completely. We should point out however that in thc fonner case the group Aut(X) of all
automorphislllS of any sYlnlnetric (3, L )-conlplex is flexible, while in thc latter case it. is
weakly rigid. This follows from the pIoof of uniquness part of Proposition 6.1 below.

As a by-product of thc methods developed to prove Main TheorCln wc get the follow-
Ing.
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Corollary. Let L ba an s-regular graph anel k ~ 3 be a natural number, and a:=;SUllle that
they satisfy condition (NPC). If s E {I, 2', 2"}, 01' if s E {3, 4', 4", 5} and k = 3, then there
cxist uncountably many pairwise nonisolllorphic (k, L)-cornplexes.

Structure of the paper. In section 2 wc recall the general inductive construction of
(k, L)-complexes, emphasising the role of label systmlls - cOlllbinatorial data which rule
steps of the construction. In section 3 we introduce characteristic functions of label systenlS
and apply them in section 4 to construct cOIubinatorial invariants of srnall subcoIllplexes
in (k, L)-complexes. In section 5 we study conditions for label systeu1s expressed in terms
of the invariants of section 4, and in scction 6 we show that these conditions detennine
(k, L)-coInplexes uniquely. In section 7 we apply thc results of previous sections to prove
Main Theoren1 and Corollary.

Acknowledgments. This paper is apart of Il1Y PhD thesis dcfended in Jl1ne 1994 at
the University of Wroclaw. I would like to thank Iny advisor Tadeusz Januszkiewicz for
the inspiration and nUInerous discussions. The final version was written during Iny visit
in Max Planck Institut in Bonn in 1996, where I found perfcct conditions for work and
scientific atmosphere.

2. Inductive construction of (k, L)-complexes.

For the rest of this paper we a..':isume that k and L satisfy thc asscrtions of the Main
Theorem.

In this section we sketch the inductive construction of (k, L )-coIl1plexes - a special
case of a more general construction described in scction 1 of [BB]. We en1phasise the
features of this construction which are iInportant for our purposes.

2.1. (k, L)-complexes with convex boundary.
Let K be a polygonal c01l1plex with all faces k-gonal. A vertex w of K is called 1-f1'ee

if the link L(w, K) consists of a single edgej it is 2-{ree if L(w, K) is ison1orphic to a star
of vertex in a 3-valent tree, i.e. it consists of three edges adjacent to a comnl0n vertcx;
it is 3-{ree if L(w, K) is isoIllorphic to a star of cdgc in a 3-valent trec. An edge of K is
called free if it is adjacent to exactly one face of K, anel it is intcrior if it is adjacent to
three faces of !(. A vertex w is interior if thc link L(w, K) is isoIllorphic to L.

K is a (k, L)-complcx witll convex boundary, if each its vertex is either interior 01'

m-free, for SOIne 171, E {l,2} if k ~ 4, and for some m E {I, 2, 3} if k = 3. Note that
then each edge of K is either interior 01' free, and define the boundary BK of K to be thc
subcomplex of K consisting of all its free edges.

2.2. Initial step of the construction.
Arrange a disjoint collection of k-gonal faces around an initial vertex v, by glueing

them along edges according to the pattern provided by L, so that the link of resulting
complex at v is isomorphie to L, and only the cdges which are adjacent to v have been
glued. We will denote the complex obtained in this way by BI.
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2.3. General inductive step.
Note that the cOluplex BI constructed above is a (k, L)-coluplex with convex boundary,

and thercfore we can apply cverything that follows below in this subsection to it, thus
initiating a process of induction.

_Let K be a finite (k, L)-coIuplex with convcx boundary, and assulne DK f=. 0. Denote
by K the complex obtained from K by glueing two ncw k-gonal faces to each its free
cclgc, withollt perfornling any other gilleings. For cach free (Le. not interior) vertex w

of K consider a labellnap '\w : L(w, K) -:: L, which is by definition locally injective, Le.
injective on star of each vertex in L(w, K). Denoting by VaK thc set of the boundary
vcrtices of K, call a collection A = {Aw : w E YaK} of such label maps a label system for
K.

Note that under the nonpositive curvaturc condition (NPC), the only cases when a
label map Aw is not injcctive (globally) are:
(i) w is 2-free and 9 (L) ::; 4;

(ii) w is I-free and g(L) = 3.
A 3-free vertex w, by convexity, appcars only when k = 3. But then it follows fronl (NPC)
that g(L) ~ 6, which ilnplics injectivity of Aw . In auy case, we have

(2.3.1) AwIL(w,K) is injective.

For each free vertex w of K consider a copy B''t of a cOluplex isoluorphic to BI and
an isomorphisIll /tlJ : L(vw , BI) ---7 L, where V w is the interior vertex of Br. Consider the
composition nlap (/w)-I 0 Aw : L(w, K) ---7 L(vW1 Er), and dcnote by Ww : st(w, K) ---7 BI
the naturally induced lnap on stars of the corresponding vertices. Dcfine a complex K =
K(A) by

(2.3.2)

where Wb ... ,wr are all thc vcrticcs of BK.
Note that, due to (2.3.1), K is naturally eInbedded in K. Moreover, all the vertices

of K becolne interior in K, while K is again a finite (k, L)-coInplcx with noneInpty convex
boundary.

To obtain a (k, L)-coIllplex, start with the cOlnplex BI of 2.2, and apply to it the
inductive step of the construction succcsivcly infinitely many titues. At each step it is
possible to contract K to K, by which thc resulting complex X is contractiblc anel in
particular simply connected. We olnit further details related to the construction.

2.4. Reparametrizations in L.
A (k, L)-coluplex obtained by the inductive construction of2.2 and 2.3 depends apriori

on thc choices of label systClns at corresponding steps of construction. In the next sections
we stlldy this dependence in detail. In the lemlna below we Inakc thc first observation in
this direction.

Let K be a (k, L)-complex with convex boundary. If w E 8K anel Aw , A~ : L(w, K) ---7

L are label rnaps, we say that A~ is obtained froll1 Aw by a rcparametrization in L, if
A~ = go Aw for sOlne g E Aut(L).
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2.4.1. Lemma. If A' is obtaincd fronl a label SYStCIll A for CL (k, L)-colnplcx K with
convex boundary by reparametrizations in L of its label lllaps, then the cOlllplexes K(A)
and K(A') are isomorphie by an isoIllorphisrll extending the idcntity map idK .

The proof of above LcmIlla consists of straightforward manipulations with reparame
trizations, and we omit it.

2.5. Lemma. Any (k, L )-coInplex X can be obtained by Incans of the inductive construc
tion of 2.2 and 2.3, starting from auy its vertex, if the label systcnls at succesive steps of
the construction are chosen appropriatcly.

Proof: Consider a subcomplcx K of X with convex boundary. Wc shall interpret thc
star st(K, X) of K in X, as a eonlplex K(A) obtained fronl K by a step deseribcd in 2.3,
with use of some label systenl A. Recall that the star st(K, X) is thc subeonlplex of X
eonsisting of all faees of I~ and faces adjacent to the boundary vertiecs of K. Wc thcn
havc the obvious map J--L : K -+ st(K, X), cxtending idK1 weH defincd up to transpositions
at pairs of faces not contained in K, and adjacent to its boundary edges. For w E VaK, lct
/-Lw : L(w, K) -+ L(w, st(K, X)) be thc indueed map on links. Consider any isoIllorphisrll
"'(w : L(w, st(K, X)) -+ L , and put

(2.5.1)

thus getting the label systeul A {A w : w E VaK}. Astandart chccking shows that
thc complexcs st(K, X) and K(A) are thcn canonically isomorphie by thc isoIllorphism
extending idK .

The lemIna follows by applying above observation succesively to the subcorllplexes in
X obtained from the star of any vertex by iterating the operation of taking the star.

3. Order systems and characteristic functions.

By Lemllla 2.5, each (k, L )-coIllplex can be obtained by a variant of the inductive
construction of section 2. The choices of label systeills provide freedoIll in thc constructioll,
allowing llonisomorphic cornplcxcs to a.ppear. In this section we introduce characteristic
functions of label systems - the notion usefull in the study of tbe uniqueness question for
(k, L)-complexes.

3.1. Order systems in L.
Let p be a vertex anel e an edge of L.

3.1.1. Let x, y be the vertices adjacellt to e. Denote by Ox and Oy thc pairs of edges
in L, distinct frorn e, adjacent to x and y respectively, with distinglüshcd order for each
pair. We will call thenl ordered pairs oE pcripheral edgcs at edgc e, anel the whole systelll
(e, Ox, Oy) an order-system at e.

3.1.2. Let x, y, z be all the vertices of st(p, L) distinct from p. Denote by Ox, Oy and
oz the pairs of edges in L not contained in st(p, L), adjacent to x, y and z respectively,
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with distinguished order for each pair. We will call theIn ordered pairs of periphcral cdgcs
at star of vertex p, anel the whole systCln (1J, Dx" Oy, Oz) an order-systcln at star of p.

3.1.3. Let x, y, z anel u be all thc vertices of st(e, L) not adjacent to e. Thc SYStClu
(e, Dx" Dy, Oz, Du) consisting of ordercd pairs of eclgcs in L, adjacent to x, y, z and u
respectively, and not contained in st(e, L), will be called an ordcr-systcrn at star of C, and
its elements ordered pairs of peripheral edges at star of e.

3.1.4. Denote by Op the cyclically ordered tripIe of edges in L adjacent to p. We will
call (p,Op) a cyc1ic order at p.

All orders at pairs of peripheral cdges, or at a tripIe in thc last case, will be called
peripheral orders.

3.2. Good label systems.
Assume we have fixed order-syst8111S in L of all foul' types 3.1.1-3.1.4, anel let K be a

finite (k, L)-conlplex with convex boundary, as defineel in 2.1. Denote by VaK thc set of
vertices of K contained in thc boundary fJK.

We will say that a label systelll A = {A w : 'W EVa!<} is gODel, if its label lllaps satisfy
the following conditions:
(i) if w is 1-free in K, then Aw(L(w,K)) = e, where e is the edge appearing in thc fixcel

order-system of type 3.1.1 in L;
(ii) if w is 2-free in K, then Aw(L(w, K)) = st(p, L), where p is the vertex appearing in

the fixed order-systenl of type 3.1.2 in L;
(iii) if w is 3-free in K, then Aw(L(w, K)) = st(e, L), where e is the edge appearing in the

fixed order-systenl of type 3.1.3 in L.

3.2.1. Remark. Note that, due to transitivity of the group Aut(L) on the vertices and
edges of L, each label systenl can bc lllade good by thc appropriate repararnetrizations in
L of its label lnaps.

3.3. Characteristic functions of good label systems.
Let EaK denote thc set of boundary cdges of !{. For each edge cl E EaK consider

the set of two faces in K \ K aeljaccnt to cl and call it thc set of peripheral {aces at cl.
Let A = {Aw : w E VaK} be a gooel label systeln for K. Then for each vertex w E VaK
the label map Aw establishes a correspondence between thc elCluents of sets of peripheral
faces at edges of EaK aeljacet to w, and elements of periphcral pairs of edges in the fixed
order system of the corresponding type. Using thc above correspondence, for each edge
d E EaK we can induce an order on the set of peripheral faces at d by any of the two
labellllaps Aw and Av , wherc w anel v are the endpoillts of d. We define a characteristic
function XA : EaK ---1 Z2 by

XA(d) = {O if thc t:vo induced orders as above agree;
1 othcrwlse.

3.4. K-equivalences of label maps and label systems.
Given w E VaK, we say that label nlaps A, A' : L(w, K) --+ L are K-equivalcllt if

A1L(w,K) = A'IL(tlJ,K), Le. their restrietions to thc link of K coincide. Label systenls
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A = {A W : W E YaK} anel A' = {A~ : W E YaK} are K -equivalcnt if for cach 11) E VaK the
label maps Aw and A~ are K -equivalent.

The significance of the notions of K -equivalence and charactcristic function of a good
label system becomcs apparcnt due to thc following lcrllrua, which will be used later for
the classifications. Characteristic functions will be used also to elefine loeal invariants of
(k, L )-corllplexes in the next section.

3.5. Lemma. If two gooel label systerlls A = {Aw : W E YaK} anel A' = {A~v : W E YaK}
are K-equivalent, anel have equal charaeteristic functions, then the coruplexes K(A) and
j((A') are isomorphie by an isorTlorphism extcnding thc ielentity rnap idK .

Proof: Consider thc systenls {'l,bw : W E YaK} anel {'I,b~J : 'W E YaK} of glucing maps used
to gct K(A) and K(A') rcspectively, as in (2.3.2). By construction of K(A), each rnap 'l,bw
is a restrietion to st(w, K) of some isornorphisru lW : st(w, K (A)) --+ Er, and siruilarly 'I,b'w
is a restriction of some l~J : st(w, K(A')) -+ BI' Considcr thc following conditions for a
cOllIbinatorial map f : K(A) --+ K(A'):

(3.5.1)

(3.5.2) flst(w, K(A)) = (,~)-1 0 lW for w E YaK.

Note that, due to K -equivalence of label systenls A anel A', each condition of fornl (3.5.2)
is compatible with condition (3.5.1). Furthermorc, elue to equality of thc charactcristic
functions, conditions of form (3.5.2) eue pairwise cOllIpatible with each other. It is thcn
deal' that (3.5.1) anel (3.5.2) detcrmine f uniquely, and that f is an isonlorphislll. This
finishes the proof.

4. Local invariants.

In this section we introduce a collection of invariants for sruall subcomplexcs of (k, L)
complexes.

Let X be a (k, L )-coruplex. A 1- ball in X is a star of a vertex in X. By thc proof of
Lemrna 2.5, we can view allY star of an edge, of a face 01' of a I-ball in X as obtained from thc
corresponding edge, face 01' I-ball in olle step as in 2.3, with use of SOUle appropriate label
system. We shaIl UBe the characteristic function of such a SystClll to define a eorllbinatorial
invariant of the corresponding star. The invariant will be defined in different ways in the
corresponding cases of s-regularity of L. To show that in each casc the invariant is weIl
defined, we will use the following Proposition which extracts what is important für our
purposes frOlll Propositions 1-5 of [DM].

4.1. Proposition.
(1) If L is I-regular then any automorphisnl of L which fixes a vertex p in L prescrves a

cyclic order at p;
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(2) If L is 2'-regular then auy autolllorphisms of L which fixes an edge e in L (but not
necessarily its endpoints) either preserves both peripheral orders at e, 01' reverses thern
both;

(3) If L is 2"-regular then
(a) any automorphisms of L fixing cdge e as oriented edgc (i.c. together with its

endpoints) either preserves both peripheral orders at e, 01' reverses them both;
(b) any autolllorphism of L fixing an edge e, but reversing its orientation, reverses

exactly one of the peripheral orders.
(4) If L is 3-regular then any autonlorphism of L fixing a vertex p either preserves all

three peripheral orders at star of p, 01' reverses theIn all, for sOlne proper choice of the
orders (it is not true for each choice).

(5) If L is s-regular for sOlne s E {4', 4", 5} thcn any autolllorphislll of L fixing a vertex
p either preserves all three peripheral orders at star of p, or reverses exactly two of
them.

(6) The converse of any of above statements is true, i.e. for any change of peripheral
orders Inentioned in any of the cases (1)-(5) above, there exists a corresponding auto
morphism of L which results with exactly this change.

4.2. Local invariants. Let L be an s-regular graph and X a (k, L)-colnplex.

4.2.1. The case s = 1. To introduce an invariant in this case, we view the star of an edge
in X as obtained from this edge by a step of constrnction as in 2.3. This rcquires howevcr
sOlne explanation, since a cornplex consisting of a single edge is not a (k, L )-colnplex with
convex boundary.

Let K consist of a single edgc d = (Wl' W2)' Define K to consist of thrce k-gonal faces
glued to d along some of their edges. Define a label systeul A for K to consist of two label
luaps Ai : L(Wi' K) -+ L. Then one obtains an extension K(A) according to the pattern
deternlined by A, as in (2.3.2). It follows by the arguillents as in the proof of Lemlna 2.5
that the star of any edge in X can be viewcd as obtained by the construction as above.

To get an invariant, fix CL cyclic order (p,Op) in L, as defined in 3.1.4. A label systcln
A is said to be gooel, if Ai(L(Wi, K)) = p, for i = 1,2. Given sn~h a good label systeln,
ineluce twice the cyc1ic order frolll L to thc set of three faces of K, by pulling back with
respect to the label luaps Ai, and define characteristic function XA : {d} --+ Z2 by

if the two induced cyclic orders agrec;
otherwise.

The value of XA does not depend on reparaluetrizations in L for which the label maps Ai
reluain good since, by Proposition 4.1(1), the stabilizer of vertex p in the group Aut(L)
preserves the cyclic order Op. This allows to define an invariant c by

where A is a gooel label system as above.

4.2.2. The case s = 2'. Given a face f in a (k,L)-colnplex X, put K = f, and consicler
a gooel label systenl A of fOrIn (2.5.1) for K. Since, by Proposition 4.1(2), an element
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[XA] E H 1
(aK, Z2) detennined by the characteristic fUllction XA (viewed as a l-cocycle in

BK) does not depend on the choice of A, put

4.2.3. The ease s = 211
• Consider a variant of the order systenl of fornl 3.1.3 consisting

of an oriented edge e and two orders at peripheral pairs at e. Let f+ be an oriented face
in a (k, L)-colnplex X, and w its vertex. Then f+ determines orientation of the edge df
corresponding to f in link L(w, X). Put K = f. We will say that a labellnap Aw for K
is good if it lnaps d f onto e preserving oricntations.

Consider a good label system A of fornl (2.5.1) for K (which clearly exists due to the
transitivity of Aut(L) on the set of oriented edges in L) anel note that, due to Proposition
4.1(3)(a), the coholuology elelnent

does not clepend on reparalnetrizations in L for which A remains good in the above sense.
Note also tbat, duc to Proposition 4.1(3)(b), if f± denote the oppositely oriented faces

related to a nonoriented face f then

(4.2.3.1)

4.2.4. The case s = 3 and k = 3. For a vertex v in X, let K = st(v, X) and let A
be a gooel label systelll of fonn (2.5.1) for K. Since, by Proposition 4.1(4), an elenlent
[XA] E H 1(8K, Z2) does not depend on tbe choice of A, put

4.2.5. The case s E {4', 4", 5} and k = 3. Let v, !( and A be as in 4.2.4. Then, by
Propostion 4.1(5), thc nUlllber

ax(v) = L XA(d) E Z2
dEEaK

does not depend on thc choice of A.

We sllmn1arize results of this section in thc following.

4.3. Lemma. The quantities c, ~, TI and a defined in 4.2 are thc invariants of cOlubinatorial
isomorhism for the corresponding complexcs st(K, X).

In the case of s = 3 this requires the following 1110re carefull statement. Let T :
st2 (v, X) -+ st2 (w, X) be an isomorphisln, and put Tl = TI 08t (v,X). Thcn Tl plllls back
11X(w) to 7]x(v), i.e. T;(7]x(w)) = 7]x(v).

10



5. Conditions for label systems, related to loeal invariants.

The general construction of (k, L)-complexes, as prcsentccl in section 2, eIoes not pro
vide any control on local invariants of resulting cOlllplexes. In this scction we describc a
lllcthod to gct such a control, in terms of restrictivc conclitiollS for label systClns used at
corresponding steps of construction. Wc use letter C as a variable, speaking about condi
tion C whcnever refering to a condition as above. We prove that conditions of this type
are consistcnt, i.e. that therc exist label systems which satisfy them. We also prove that
these conditions dctennine resulting cOlllplexes llniquely.

5.1. Deseription of eonditions.
An n-ball is a cOl1lplex obtaincd in n steps of the constrllction as in 2.2 and 2.3. A

center of an n-baU is the initial vertex of this construction. A (k, L)-n-ball is an n-ball
obtained by the construction with use of data k and L. Note that each (k, L )-n-ball is a
(k, L)-coIllplex with convex boundary.

Let L be an s-regular graph and let K be a (k, L)-n-baU. In all tbe cases 5.1.1-5.1.5
below .cf< denotes thc set of aU good label systmns for K satisfying condition C.

5.1.1. The ease s = 1. Denote by EoutK tbe set of aU outer edgcs in K, i.e. those whicb
have at least oue vertex on the boundary BI{. Consider any function ce : EoutK -+ Z2,
and clefinc condition C by

A E .cf<: Hf cK(A) (e) = ce (e) for each e E EoutIC

5.1.2. The ease s = 2', or s = 2" and k is even. Denote by FoutK the set of all outer
faces of K, i.e. those which contain at least one boundary vertex. Considcr allY function
~ : FoutK -+ Z2, and define condition C by

A E .cf<: iff ~K(A) (/) = ee (1) for each / E FoutK.

In the above equation we use the canonical identification of H 1 (8f, Z2) with Z2.
Note that due to (4.2.3.1), when G is 2"-regular and k is eveu, we can view (' as an

invariant of nonoriented faces. In this case we define conclition C in exactly the saUle way
as above, replacing ~ by ~".

5.1.3. The ease s = 2" and k is odd. For each face 1 E FoutK choosc an orientation,
and denote the set of so orientcd faces by Fg~tK (note that only one of thc two orientcd
faces corresponding to a given face of FoutK is contained in Fg~tI(). Consider a function
~c :F:::;t K -t Z2, and definc condition C by

5.1.4. The ease s = 3 and k = 3. Denotc by K- the concentric (n - 1)-ball contained
in K. For each v E VaK-, consider thc boundary Bst(v, K) of thc I-ball in K ccntered
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at v, and an element TJc(v) E H 1(8st(v, K), Z2), thus getting a slleaf 71c of coholnology
elements. Define condition C by

A E [,y< iff 1JK(A) (v) = TJc(v) for each v E Va K -.

5.1.5. The case s E {4', 4", 5} and k = 3. Uncler notation of 5.1.4, consider a fllIlction
ac : VaK- -t Z2 and defille condition C by

The rest of this section is devotcd to proving the following two resllits.

5.2. Proposition. Let C be any of the conditions eIcscribed in 5.1. Then the set [,~ of
good label systems satisfying this condition is nonempty.

5.3. Proposition. Any two label systeI1lS Al, A2 E [,Y< are K -equivalent, after appropri
ate reparalnetrizations in L for the label luaps of one of thenl.

Note that, in view of Lemrnas 2.4.1 and 3.5, Proposition 5.3 is the first step towards
the proof that each condition C deternünes the reslliting c0I11plex K uniquely up to an
isomorphism extending the identity lnap idK . Thc proof of this fact will be cOlllpleted in
section 6. \

Before strarting the proofs of above propositions, we necd to establish SOlne facts
concerning the notion of an order structure in a trivalent graph.

5.4. Order structures in trivalent graphs.
By a trivalent graph we mean a connectcd graph Q, each vertex of which is adjacent

either to Olle 01' to three edges. Q is a tree, if it is simply cOllllected, Lc. contains no
circuit. Let BQ be the set of all boundary vertices of Q, Le. those which are adjaccllt to
only one edge. We define three types of order structures in a trivalent graph Q.

Type 1. Let v be an interior (Le. not bouneIary) vertex of Q. An order atlas at v consists
of a cyclic oreIer at v (Le. a cyclic order for the tripie of edges of Q aeIjaccnt to v). An
order structure of this type in Q consists of a collection of fixed order atlasses at all interior
edges of Q.

Type 2. Let e be an interior eeige of Q, i.e. the one whose both enclpoints are intcrior.
An order atlas at e consists of two order systCIns at e (as clescribed in 3.1.1), that cliffer by
the sinulltaneous change of both peripheral orders. An order structure in Q of this type
consists of a collection of fixed order atlcsses at all intcrior edges of Q.

Type 3. We shall need also a variant of order structllre consisting of order atlasses at
oriented interior edges of Q. Order atlasses of this structure consist of two order systems
that differ by the siInultaneous change of both peripheral orders. Moreover, order atlass at
oppositely oriented edge consists of order systellis that differ [rOlli the ones in the original
atlas by exactly one peripheral order.
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5.4.1. Example: Aut(L)-invariant order structures in L. Let 6rraph L be s-regular.
In the thrce cases corresponding to s = 1, s = 2' and s = 2" we define invariant order
structures in L of types 1, 2 and 3 respectively. In each case we do this sirnply by taking
an orbit of the action of Aut(L) on the set of order systems in L of type 3.1.4,3.1.1 and
4.2.3 respectively. We arrange order SYStcllIS from any such orbit into a collection of order
atlasses at vertices, edges and orientcd edges of L. Order structures as above are weIl
defined due to the correspouding cases of Proposition 4.1.

5.4.2. Lemma. Consider an Aut(L)-invariant order structure in L, as in 5.4.1, and a
trivalent tree Q equippccl with an order structure of the sarne type. Then thcre exists a
combinatorial iInmersion i : Q -+ L preserving order structures. Moreover, this immersion
is unique up to a repararnetrization in L.

Proof: Consider an s-arc in Q, where s = 1 for type 1, and s = 2 for types 2 anel 3. (If
there is uo such arc in Q then there is DO order structure and you can irnmerse Q arbitrarily
getting uniqueness by the regularity of L.) Imlnersc this s-arc into L arbitrarily and note
that in each case thcre cxists a uniquc order preserving extension of any such imrncrsion
to the whole Q.

The uniqueness part of Lemllla follows froln the uniqueness of above extension.

5.5. Proof of Proposition 5.2.

The proof goes separatcly for the corrcsponding cases of s-regularity of L.

The case s = 1. Consider a vertex w E Va K ,and an edge e = (w 1 u) not contained in
BK. The vertex qe, which represents edge e, is then interior in the link L(w, K) (note
that this link is a trivalent tree). Since vertex u of e is interior in K, the link L(u, K)
is isomorphie to L. Recall that we have fixed a cyclic order systern at a vertcx ]J in L,
and now we extend it in a unique way to an Aut(L)-invariant order structure in L. Wc
induce this order structure to L(u, K), which clearly eIoes not clcpcnd on the choice of
an isornorphisnl with L. This determines a cyclic order on the set Fe of three faces of K
adjacent to e. Condition C requires that cK (A) (e) = E: C (e)1 and SO a cyclic order on Fe
induced by a label Inap .-\tu E A haß to agrce 01' not agrcc with thc abovc order according
to the value of cC (e). Thus the valuc of E: C (e) determines a cyclic order at vertex qe in
L(w,K).

By the argument as above applied to all outer nonboundary edges of K, condition
C determines order structures in links L(w, K) at all boundary vertices w of K. The
restrietions .-\W IL(w,K) of label maps in any A E Lf< have to prcserve these order structurcs
(with respect to the Aut(L)-invariant order structure in L defined above).

To construct a label systelll A E L7<, inunerse links L(w, K) into L in a way preserving
order structurcs, which is possiblc by Lenuna 5.4.2. Extend these innuersions arbitrarily
and use reparametrizations in L to get a gooel label systelll A' = {.-\;u : w E VaK}. Consider
the cOlllplex K(A'), and note that cK(A') (e) = cc(e) for all outer nonboundary cdgcs of K.

Now, for each bounclary edge r1 of K, cornpare thc values of E: K(A') (rl) and cc (d). Whenever

they are different.!... change thc label map '\~1I at one endpoint w of d, a~ the peripheral pair

of edgcs in L(w, K) corresponding to the peripheral pair of [aces in K adjacent to d.
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After these changes wc get a label system A which clearly belongs to l.f<:, whieh
finishes the proof in this case.

The case s E {2 /, 2"}. ConsieIer the case s = 2'. Let f be a face in K, which is outer, but
has no eeIge· containeeI in the boundary BK, and denote by w its unique vertex contained
in BK. Note that the eeIge cf representing f is inner in the link L(w, K). Since all thc
vertices 'lL of fother than ware inner in K, the links L( 'lL, K) are isomorphie to L. We
have fixed in L an order systern at an edge, as in 3.1.1, anel now we extend it in a unique
way to an Aut(L)-invariant order strnctllre in L of the corresponding type 2. Wc induce
this order structure to links L(u , K), and consider order atlasses at edgcs representing face
f in these links. The equality ~K(A)(f) = ~c(f) deternünes then an order atlas at the edge

cf in L(w, K) which has to be prcservcd by any label map Aw of a label systern A E l.f<.
Applying this to all faces as f in K, we get that condition C determines order structures
in links L(W l K) at all boundary vertices of K.

To construct a label systenl A E l.k, choose label prescrving irnmersions of links
L(w, K) into L, extend thenl arbitrarily and rcparametrize in L to gct a gooel label system
A' = {A~ : w E YaK}. By construction, we have ~K(AI)(f) = ec(f) for all outer faces f
of K with uo edge contained in BK. Consicler an outer face 9 with at least one celgc e
contained in BK. If €K(N)(g) =j:. €c(g), choosc onc enelpoint W of e and rnodify A10 only

at the peripheral pair of cdges in L(w, K) represcnting thc peripheral pair of faces in K
adjacent to e. Repeatiug this for all faces 9 as above, we get a new label systenl A which
now belongs to .cf<.

Thc argument for the case s = 2" is the same.

The case s = 3 and k = 3. Choose an arbitrary gooel label systerll A' = {A~ : 'W E VaK},
and for each vertex v E Va K -, compare the cohorno10gy eielnents 7fR(N) (v) anel 1]c (v) .
If they are different, consider a subgraph A(v) in ast(v~) consisting of all edges not

contained in BK. Note that A(v) is isorllorphic to L(v, K-), and hence it is a tree and
contains not all edges of Bst(v, K).

Claim. Let 7J E H1(Dst(v, K), Z2) and let h be a Z2-valued function defined on the set
of edges of A(v). Then h can be extended to a 1-cocyc1e in Bst(v, K) representing the
cohornology element 1J.

Proof of Claim: Let 4J be any 1-cocyc1e reprcsenting 1]. Define a set of edges o(h, 4J) :=

{e E A(v) : h(e) =j:. 4J(e)} anel assurne that its cardinality satisfies 10(h, 4J) I =j:. 0 (otherwise
there is nothing to prove). Choose any edge e E 8(h, 1» and note that, since A (v) is a
tree, the removal of e splits A(v) ioto two cornponents. Choose any of those components
and denote by V thc set of its vertices (anlong thern one vertex adjacent to e). Let
M := {1nv : v E V} be the set of rnodifications, each consisting of changing the values at
all edges in Bst(v, K) adjacent to v. Applying all moelifications frorn M to thc l-cocyc1e
r/J, we get a cohornological to it cocyc1e r/J' with lo(h, r/J/)I = lo(h, r/J)I - 1. Then the Clailn
follows by induction.

It follows from the Clainl that wc can modify any cocyc1e reprcsenting 7JK(A') (v) into
a cocyc1e representing 1]c(v), by changing its values only at edgcs outside A(v), that is
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at edges containcd in BK. For each such edge e (containccl in a!() at which we want to
change the value of a corresponcling cocycle, choose a vertex w acljacent to e and modify
A~ at thc pair of periphcral edges in L(w, K) corresponding to thc pair of peripheral faces
in K adjacent to e. By the fact that each boundary edge of K is contained in exactly one
I-ball st(v, K) with v E DK-, modifications as above do not infiuence Olle another, and
produce a new label system A which belangs to 1.21<. This finishes the proof of Proposition
5.2 in this case.

The case s E {4', 4", 5} and k = 3. Ohoose an arbitrary good label systenl A' = {A~ :
w E YaK} anel, for each vertex v E VaK-, compare the numbers a K(A)(v) and ac(v).

Whenever they are different, choose a boundary edge e of K belonging to 8st(v, K). Such
edge always exists, as it was argued in the proof of the previous case. Oh02se one endpoint
w of e and modify the label map A~~at the peripheral pair of cclges in L(w, K) corrcsponding
to the peripheral pair of faces in K adjacent to e. For the sarue reason as in the previous
case, modifications as above do not influence one anothcr, and so the ncw label systern A
belongs to L~.

This finishes the proof of Proposition 5.2.

5.6. Proof of Proposition 5.3.

In the cases when s E {I, 2', 2"} K -equivalence up to reparametrization in L fol
lows from the uniqueness part in Lenlma 5.4.2 applied to restrietions Aw IL(w,K) of label
maps, which are order preserving as in the proof of Proposition 5.2. The cases when
s E {3, 4',4", 5} are even easier. The b'TOUP Aut(L) is then so big that, by convexity of the
boundary of K, any two label ruaps are K -equivalent up to reparallletrization in L. This
finishes the proor.

6. Local conditions determine (k, L)-complexes uniquely.

Tills section is devoted to the proof of the following.

6.1. Proposition. Let K be a (k, L)-n-ball as clefined at the beginning of 5.1, anel let
L be an s-regular gTaph. Assume that either s f/:. {4', 4"} or k 2:: 4. Let C be a condition
of the carresponding fonn described in 5.1, or just the elnpty condition if s E {3 l 4',4", 5}
and k 2:: 4. Then for any two label systenls A, A' E 1.21< there cxists an isolllorphism
between the cOlllplexes K(A) and K(A') whieh extcnds the identity map idK . Moreover,
if s E {I, 2', 2"}, or if s = 3, k = 3 and n 2: 2, then this isoruorphisrll is unique, while there
is rnore than one such isoruorphism in the other ca....,es.

Remark. In the case when s E {3,4',4",5} and k 2: 4 we consider thc ernpty conditionC
(no restrietions for label systcnlS), so that thc space 1.21< consists of all good label systems
for K. Thc Proposition says then that any two (n+l)-balls obtained from K are isomorphie
by an isomorphism extending idK .

Before proving Proposition 6.1 we introduce thc nation of rnodifications of character
istic functians and give two preparatary lemmas.
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6.2. Modifications of characteristic functions.
Consider the following elenlcntary modifications of a function X : EaK -t {O, I}:

(i) change the values of X at both edges of BK adjaccnt to a 1-fI'ee vertex of K;
(ii) change the value of X at any edge of fJK adjacent to a 1-frec vertex of K;

(iii) change the values of X at all three edges of 8K adjacent to a 2-frcc vertcx of K;
(iv) change the values of X at auy two of the three edges of BK adjacent to a 2-free vertex

of K;
(v) change the values of X at all four edges of BK adjacent to a 3-free vertex of K;

(vi) change the values of X at any two of the foul' edgcs of BK adjacent to a 3-free vertex
1U of K such that the vertices in L(w, K) corresponding to those two edges are at
polygonal clistance 2 in L(w, K).

A modiHcation is a finite sequence of eletnentary lllodifications of the forIllS as below:
(1) when s = I, no l1lodifications;
(2) when s = 2' or s = 2", fornl (i) only;
(3) when s = 3, farms (ii) and (iii);
(4) when s = 4' 01' S = 4", forms (ii), (iv) and (v);
(5) when s = 5, [orills (ii), (iv) and (vi).

6.3. Lemma. Let X' : EaK -+ {O, I} be a function obtained from a characteristic functian
X = XA of a label system A by a llloclification (suitable for the corresponeling regularity
type of L). Then t here exists a K -equivalent to A label systenl A', 0 btainecl fro In A by
reparametrizatiollS in L, such that X' = XN.

Proof: The LeIllIlla follows frolll Propositions 1-5 of [DM], where the pointwise stabilizers
of subgraphs in L corresponding to the links of !{ at thc bOllndary vcrtices are clcseribed
(compare Proposition 4.1, which contains however not enough information).

6.4. Lemma. Under the notation of Proposition 6.1, characteristic functiOIlS of any two
K -equivalent label systems fronl L~ eliffer at Inost by a lllodification (sllitable for the
corresponding case of regularity of L).

In the proof of LeIllIlla 6.4 we shall use the following.

6.4.1. Sublemma. Let G be a conneeted finite graph anel let Ec denote the set of its
edges. Let h1 , h2 : E c -t Z2 be two fUl1etions such that

(6.4.2) L h1 (e) = L h2 (e) E Z2.

eEEc cEEc

Then h2 can be obtaineel frOlll h 1 by a finite sequence of InodifieatiollS consisting of ehang
ing the values of the function at sOlne two edges acljaceut to a COllllllon vertex in G.

Proof of Sublemma: Considcr thc set o(h1l h2 ) := {e E Ec : h l (e) :f h2 (e)} and
note that, by equality (6.4.2), it consists of even nUlllber of edges. Assullle that the
eardinality j6'(h I , h2 ) I :f 0 (otherwise there is nothing to provc) anel choose any two distinet
edges eI, e2 E 8(11,1, h2 ). By connectivity of C, there is an are (va, ... , vn ) in C such that
(va, v I) = el anel (Vn -I, Vn ) = e2. Let mi be a ruodification whieh changes values at
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edges (Vi-1, vd and (Vi, Vi+1). Denote by h~ a function obtained from h1 by the sequence
mll ... , 111n -1 Oflllodifications. Then clearly lo(h~, h2 )1 = jO(h1l h2)1-2, and the Sublemma
follows by inductioll.

Proof of Lemma 6.4: Let A = {A w : 'W E YaK} and A' = {A~ : 'W E YaK} be two
K-equivalent label systems for K, both satisfying condition C.

The case s = 1. Let e = (11" w) be a bouneIary edge of K. AssuIne that Aw and A~u differ
at the peripheral pair of edges in L(w,K) corresponding to the peripheral pair of faces

in K adjacent to c. Binee CK(A)(e) = CK(A')(e), it follows that A1t anel A~ eIiffer at the
peripheral pair of edges in L(U , K) corresponding to the peripheral pair of faces as above.
But this means that XA (e) = XA' (e). By repeating this argulnent we get XA = XA', which
finishes the proof in this case.

The case s E {2',2"}. Denote by V;, 3K the set of all 2-free und 3-free edges of BK.
Let n8K be the fanüly of connected conlponents of ID!(I \ Va

2
1

3K (where laKI denotes the
topological space underlying graph BK). Cornponents a E flaK are clearly polygonal ares
without endpoints, anel for each such are adenote by Ea thc set of its edges (consisting
of k - 2 elenlents). Let Ja be the face of K containing a. Note that we can view the
stars of Ja in K(A) and K(A') as obtaineel frOHl Ja by a stcp of eonstruction as in 2.3
(compare the proof of LemIna 2.5). Label systenls for Ja nsed in the corresponeling steps
can be assumed to consist of the salne label Inaps at vertices of Ja not in BK. Sirnilarly,
at vertices of Ja contained in DK, above label SYStClllS for Ja can bc assullled to consist
of (restrictions of) the corrcsponding label Inaps for K. Then, it follows froln equalities
~K(A)(fa) = ~K(A')(fa) and from K-equivalenee of A with A' that for each a E flaK

L XA(e) = L XA'(e) E Z2'
eEEa eEEa

Hut then, by Sublenlma 6.4.1, XA can bc modified to XA' separately and indepencIantly at
disjoint sets E a .

The argulnent in the case s = 2" is thc same.

The case s = 3 and k = 3. Recall that given a vertex v E 8K- 1 A(v) is a subgraph in
8st(v, K) consisting of all edges which are nonboundary in K. Moreover, A(v) is a tree
and contains not all edges of 8st(v ,K). Donotc by ast(v, K)/A(v) the quotient graph
obtained from 8st(v, K) by shrinking A(v) to a vcrtex. (This quotient graph nlay contain
both loops and more than one eeIge between two vertices.) By the fact that A(v) is a trcc ,
we get the following.

Claim. Let eP1l eP2 be Z2-valued l-cocyc1es in ßst(v, !(), anel let ePIIA(v) ::::: eP2IA(v)' Denote
by ePi/A(V) thc l-cocyc1e in 8st(v, K)/A(v) obtained froln ePi by forg'ctting thc values at
edges of A(v). Then [1>1] = [1>2] Hf [ePI/A(v)] ::::: [1>2/A (V)].

Proof of Claim: By contractibility of A(v), thc natural hOlllomorphism H 1Dst(v, K) --+
H 18st(v, K)/A(v) is an isolnorphisln. Its inverse can be defined on 1-cocyclcs level by
extension with values zero at the edgcs of A(v). Froln this thc Claim follows casily.
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Recall that for all vertices v E 8K- we can view the stars of the I-balls st(v, K) in
K(A) and K(A/) respectively, as obtained by a step of construction as in 2.3. We can
asslllue that label systenls for st(V , K) used in those stcps consist of pairwise cqual label
maps at vertices of 8st(v, K) not in 8K ,and that their label Iuaps at vertices contained in
8K coincide wi th thc (restrictions of) the label luaps frOIn A and A' respeetively. By K
eqllivalenec of A with A', characteristie functions of the label SYStCIUS as above for st(v, K)
coincide at edges of A(v). By equalities 7fK(A)(v) = 'TfK(A')(v) , in view of above Clairu,

it follows that [XA/A(v)] = [XN/A(v)] in the eoholuology grOllp H 1 (8st(v,J()/A(v),Z2),
where XA/A(v) is a l-eocycle in 8st(v, J()/A(v) obtained by restricting XA to the edgcs
contained in 8st(v, K) only.

Observe that each vertex of 8st(v, K) which is not in A(v) is a 2-free vertex of K,
and that all edges of 8K adjacent to it are contained in 8st(v, K). It follows that we ean
obtain XA,/A(v) from XA/A(v) by elementary Illodifications of fornl (iii) at such vertices.
It is also clear that we ean do this indepcndantly for a11 I-balls st(v, K) with v E 8K-.
This gives a nlodification of A to A' and the LCIunla follows in this case.

The case s = 5 and k = 3. Für a vertex v E 8K- put 8v K := 8I( n st(v, K). By
reasoning as in the previous ease we get

L: XA(e) = L: XA,(e) E Z2
eC8vK eCBvK

for a11 v E 8K-. We want to apply Sublelluua 6.4.1 to the graph 8v K and to thc restricted
characteristic functions XA IBvK and xA'lavK.

First, observe the following two properties which füllow easily fforn the eonstruction
2.3:
(i) each vertex of 8v K not contained in A(v) is 2-free in K and all edges of 8K adjaeent

to it are contained in 8v Kj
(ii) each vertex w of 8v K n A(v) is 3-free in K and two eelges of BI( adjacent to w

afe eontained in the same graph 8v K Hf the polygonal distancc between the vertices
representing them in the link L(w, K) is 2.
By above properties, elenlentary Iuodifications of fonn (iv) anel (vi) eorrespond to

modifieations as in SublelnIua in thc corresponding graphs 8v J(. We also have the follow
lng.

Claim. Each graph 8v K is eonneeteel.

Proof of Claim: Consider the vertices of 81J !( n A(v) and note that, by connectivity of
8st(v, K), any vertex of BvK ean be joined by an are in 8vK with one of thenl. Note also
that we ean split these verticcs uniquely into two sets U and W so that any two vertiees
u E U and w E W can be joined by a 5-are in A (v). Clearly, it is enough to show that any
two vertices u, w as abovc can be also joined by an are in 8v K.

By 5-regularity of 8st(v, K), any 5-arc is eontained in a cireuit of length g, where 9 is
thc girth of 8st(v, K). Consider such a circuit c for the 5-arc CL joining u and w in A(v),
and note that the conlplernent of a in c joins u anel 'W in 8v K. This finishes the prüof of
Claim.
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In view of above propertics (i) and (ii) and the Clainl, applying Sllblenuna 6.4.1, we
can modify XA to XA' separately and independantly on graphs BvK.

This finishes the proof of Lemlna 6.4.

6.5. Proof of Proposition 6.1.
Let A anel A' be two label systelns for K satisfying condition C. By Lemnla 2.4.1,

the complexes K(A) anel K(A') do not depend, up to an isomorphislu extending idK,
on reparanletrizations in L for label lnaps in A and A'. Thus, due to Proposition 5.3,
we can assurne that A and A' are K -cquivalent. Then, by Lennna 6.4, characteristic
functions XA and XA' diffcr by a modification, and llsing Lenuna 6.3 wc again modify, say
A, by reparalnetrizations in L, so that now A anel A' are K-equivalent and have equal
characteristic functioIlS. This allows to apply Lemllla 3.5, which finishcs thc proof of the
existence part of Proposition 6.l.

To sec the uniqueness in the cases when s E {1, 2', 2"}, considcr isornorphisms Tl, T2 : .

K(A) --+ K(A'), both extcnding the identity autolnorphisrn idK. Note that in these cases
no nontrivial autoIllorphism of L fixes pointwise a star of vertex or a star of edgc in L.
This implies that if w is a 2-frec or a 3-free vertex of K then Tl I8t (w,K(A)) = T2 !8t(w,K(A»

and hence the isomorphisms Tl and T2 coincide on thc SUbCOlllplcx

M = Ku U{st(w, K(A)) : w is 2-free or 3-free in K}.

But then, the links L(v, M) at thosc I-free vertices v of K, which have a 2-free or a 3-frcc
neighbour, are big enough to imply thc coincidencc of Tl and T2 on the stars st(v, K(A)).
Since BK is connected, rcpeating this argument we get Tl = T2 •

The similar argument as abovc applies to the case when s = 3, k = 3 anel n ~ 2,
with the following changes. In this case no nontrivial automorphisln of L fixes pointwise
a star of eclge in L. Thus isomorphisms Tl and T2 coincicle on stars of 3-frcc verticcs of
K. The fo llowing Claim allows then to extend this coinciclence to the whole ]{(A), by the
argument of the previous case.

Claim. If k = 3 and K is an n-ball with n ~ 2, then at least OllC vertex in K is 3-frcc,
anel uo one is I-free.

Proof of Claim: Constructing an n-ball from an (n - 1)-ball, we glue I-balls to it,
according to thc pattern provided by a label systenl. Thc bounclary of this n-ball consists
then of parts of boundaries of the glued I-balls. If k = 3, no bounclary vertex of the I-ball
is I-frce, and so this is also truc for K. On thc other hand, if k = 3 then all the verticcs
of Bn - l \ B n - l become 3·Jree in B n , allel the Clainl follows.

Now, we proceed to prove that therc is Inore than one isornorphislll between K(A)
and K(A') extending idK in the foUowing thrce relnaining cases:
(1) s = 3, k = 3 and K is aI-ball;
(2) s = 3 and k ~ 4 j

(3) sE {4',4",5}.
We start with the observation that in thc case (1) only 2-frec verticcs appear at aK ,

anel in thc case (2) only 2-frce and I-free ones. In any of these two cases there exists
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an autoluorphism of L fixing pointwise an edge (rcspcctivcly a star of vertex) in L, and
transposing all pairs of its peripheral cdges; in the case (3) the salue is true also for a star
of eelge in L (see [DM], Propositions 1-5).

Using these facts we can construct in any of the cases (1)-(3) an isomorphism between
K(A) anel K(A') that differs from a givcn one at all pairs of peripheral faces in K. This
finishes the proof of Proposition 6.1.

7. Proofs of the main results.

Proof of Main Theorem.
In any case except when s = 3 anel k = 3 a nccessary conelition for a (k, L )-complex

X to be symluetric is that thc appropriate local invariant (vicwed as a Z2-valued function
on the set of vertices, edgcs, faces 01' orientcd faces of X) is constant. In the remaining
case when s = 3 and k = 3 a necessary condition is that thc COhOlllOlogy element 17x (w)
is invariant under sOlue I-arc-transitive subgroup r in the group Aut(8st(w, X)), but thc
rnethods of this paper are not suffieient to handle this ease eOlupletely. Thercforc we
shall eonsider a strongcr condition that 1]x (w) is Aut(ast (w, X) )- invariant for each vertex
w EX, and that for any two vertiecs wand u of X thc eimnents 1]x (w) and 77x (u)
eoincide via SOlne (and hence any) isomorphism of thc (bounclarics of) corresponding stars
of vertices. In such a case we sha11 say that thc invariant 77 is constant on X.

By (4.2.3.1) the invariant ~" canllot be constant on a (k, L)-colnplcx X if L is 2"
regular and k is odd. In a11 other cases (k, L)-C0111plexes with eonstant loeal invariants
exist duc to Proposition 5.2. The uniqueness in eaeh case (cxcept s E {4', 4"} and k = 3)
follows from Proposition 6.1, sinee this proposition allows to construet inductively an
isolnorphism between any two (k, L)-coInplexes with constant and equal loeal invariants.
The symlnetry fo11ows by the salne argument, and the propcrties of autoll1orphislll groups
Aut(X) follow thcn [rOIn the llniqucness (01' nonuniqueness) part of Proposition 6.1.

Proof of Corollary.
Consider a Ioeal invariant of 4.2 suitable for the loeal data (k, L), and note that in

any case it ean take at least two distinct values. On the othcr hand, by Proposition
5.2, we have an absolute freedom in dctennining the valucs of the invariant dnring thc
inductive construction of a (k, L)-eolnplcx. Playing with this we easily get the eonelusion
of Corollary.
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